
INT. DINING HALL - DAY

Some character sitting down, having breakfast. Others coming 
through door.

HUNTER 
Morning guys

CREATOR
Ok why does this place have no cell 
service?

CONSUMER
Because we’re in the middle of the 
woods dumbass. Did you really 
expect 5g in a place like this?

SEXIST
I bet it also sucks that you have 
no where to put your…

CREATOR
I did not bring a ….

SEXIST
Yes you did I saw-

A brief yet loud fight between the characters ensues, with 
others interjecting to calm them down.

FINAL GIRL
Guys would you both please just 
shut up for a second.

CONSUMER
Who thinks they should shut up, 
let’s take a vote.

More fighting ensues.

FEMINIST 
Hey has anyone seen VEGAN?

SEXIST 
I don’t know

CONSUMER
HUNTER you’re in the same cabin as 
them, do you know where they are?
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HUNTER
No, why should I

More talking over each other

FEMINIST
Maybe someone should check on them

CREATOR
This is weird I’m just going to go 
look for them

FINAL GIRL, CREATOR, FEMINIST leave dining hall

CONSUMER 
Idiots, VEGAN is probably just 
showering or pissing or something 

SEXIST
Either that or they come back with 
their head on a plate

HUNTER
Sounds like a good prank to me

SEXIST
Yeah, like the YouTube algorithm 
loves gross stuff like that 

Dialogue continues between the characters

CONSUMER
Yeah hold on just let me get my 
camera

HUNTER
Where is it

CONSUMER
In my cabin, one sec

INT. CONSUMER CABIN - DAY

MUSIC

CONSUMER goes to cabin to get her camera. She starts 
vlogging and when she watches the clip she took, at one 
point she sees that someone is in the back of her videos. 
Then she lifts her head, looks around her. Suddenly CONSUMER 
is strangled from behind with a bad strap from a designer 
bag. CONSUMER dies, bag slung over her shoulder.
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CAMERA CLICK

MUSIC ENDS

INT. CABIN - DAY

Cut to FINAL GIRL, CREATOR and FEMINIST re-entering room

HUNTER
So, where were they?

FINAL GIRL
We don’t know, couldn’t find them

SEXIST
You guys need to relax

FEMINIST
Oh yeah? ….

SEXIST
What the-

FEMINIST slaps SEXIST. More fighting among the characters. 

HUNTER goes to stop fight, grabs FEMINIST trying to restrain 
her.

FEMINIST
Get off of me you creep!

HUNTER let’s go.

HUNTER
You’re crazy! 

HUNTER leaves/ storms off. 

FINAL GIRL 
Where did CONSUMER go?

SEXIST
To get a camera. We were going to 
vlog. Now that you mention it 
they’re taking a while.

CREATOR
They better not be going through my 
stuff!

CREATOR leaves to her cabin.
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Ext. CABIN - DAY

OMINOUS MUSIC

CREATOR discovers CONSUMERS body

CREATOR
What the hell!

CREATOR turns around. KILLER is there. Gets killed really 
fast, very sudden. (jump scare)

CREATOR, laying in a pool of her own blood. Next to her 
written in blood is the words “DIY: how to clean up a dead 
body”.

CAMERA CLICK

MUSIC ENDS

EXT. outside cabin - SAME DAY

HUNTER enters from off scene looking like he came back from 
a walk or something. 

HUNTER
Damn it what’s taking her so long!? 
First the VEGAN now her then 
FEMINIST goes crazy.

OMINOUS MUSIC START

HUNTER approaches cabin and notices the dead bodies. After 
seeing the CONSUMER and CREATOR’s dead bodies, HUNTER 
panics. As he runs towards the main cabin where the sexist, 
the feminist and the last girl are, he sees the killer 
walking towards their cabin. KILLER turn and looks directly 
at HUNTER. KILLER is bloody, holding bloody knife and a 
rope. HUNTER turns around and runs towards the woods, killer 
following him. The Hunter runs looking back now and again to 
see if he is still being chased. HUNTER trips and twists his 
ankle. KILLER catches up with him and punches him in the 
face, cause if him to faint. We see the HUNTER being dragged 
under the tree, then the hand of the KILLER tying up the 
HUNTER’s ankles with the rope and the rope being pulled up 
the tree. HUNTER wakes up tied upside down. KILLER walks to 
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him and kills him with knife. We see HUNTER’s dead face and 
blood dripping to the ground.

CAMERA CLICK

MUSIC ENDS

INT. CABIN - DAY

Camera stays on body as light shines through the crack in 
the door. Door opens, as Final girl and Sexist are heard 
entering calling for missing people.

Footsteps approach the body.

The scream is cut short as we cut directly to a chair 
screeching as it is pulled across the floor

FEMINIST
Ok, just calm down and explain what 
happened

FINAL GIRL
(Distraught Explains what 
happened as others 
interject.)

Guys something is wrong.

FEMINIST
Oh yeah? You don’t say

More arguing

FINAL GIRL
(Still panicked)

No don’t tell me to calm down, you 
calm down! First VEGAN goes missing 
and then … and … this is not a calm 
situation! Ok something is clearly 
wired and you can’t tell me that it 
isn’t because did that look like an 
accident to you?

FEMINIST
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Finally we agree on something! 
Look, we both think that something 
is up, but what can we do about it? 
Is there really some crazy killer 
running around with a hacksaw 
trying to kill us then why would we 
run out there? That’s like putting 
a giant neon sign on our backs 
that’s saying “here I am, kill me 
next”

SEXIST
Feminist, just take this seriously 
for a second, ok. I feel like you 
aren’t rationally reacting to what 
we just saw, which in case you 
missed it., was two dead bodies

Continues to argue

FINAL GIRL
Look, let’s just sit down and talk 
this out ok?

Sitting down at LIVING ROOM table. 

Act 2 end.


